19. Jan. 2022
1 day until surgery
Four red yarn strings connect the paintings on the right side of the entrance with the triptychon on the left
side. I face away from the triptychon towards visualizations of myself painted through the lense of interpersonal relationships and read aloud from a piece of paper.
You said you‘d rather „be with me than be with a man“, completely ignoring who I already was. You
delayed my outing by almost two years and proceeded to take so much more away from me. For many
years, you took everything I ever was. But not anymore. You are nothing but a bad memory.
Your exhistence means nothing to me.
I cut through one of the yarn strings, crumple the paper in one hand and let it fall to the ground. I read
aloud from second piece of paper.
I will never bear children. I will never turn to your god for help. I will never settle into the picture of
womanhood you so clearly wish to see me in. I will never choose silent suffering.
Your tradition means nothing to me.
I cut through one of the yarn strings, crumple the paper in one hand and let it fall to the ground. I read
aloud from third piece of paper.

3. Jan. 2022
17 days until surgery
BINDER CLAUSTROPHOBIA
and I saw myself for the first time the way I was supposed to be seen. in that moment, fabric digging
into my sides, burning pain in my back and waves of claustrophobic fear washing over me, as my ribcage struggled to make enoug room for air, I understood that the way to truly experiencing myself will
lead through pain and that I am willing to take worse for the sake of never suffocating again

Some peope never get over the fact that their biological parents will never accept and respect them.
Mybe it‘s a good thing that the man that actually raised me, who I see more as my father than I do you,
died two years ago and the last thing he ever felt for me was love and pride.
Your fatherhood means nothing to me.
I cut through one of the yarn strings, crumple the paper in one hand and let it fall to the ground. I read
aloud from fourth piece of paper.
I was twenty-four when I learned that I have been denied a boyhood I explicitely asked for as a child.
From what age do you even have a say in who you are? From what age are you entitled to knowing your
own history? Still you‘d rather grieve a daughter you never had instead of the son you burried alive.
Your grief means nothing to me.
I cut through the last yarn string, crumple the paper in one hand and let it fall to the ground.

10. Feb. 2022

23. Feb. 2022

21 days after surgery

34 days after the surgery

My heart beats closer to my skin now.
My body longs for movement, now that my chest feels feightless.
The shadows on my skin are beginning to fade.

FIELD OF FLOWERS
every year i wait for the first sping blossoms of lilac to appear on trees. I break off a tiny branch to keep
with me, head filled with the sweet scent. Childhood. I wish I could have given you a branch for the
way, but it was the coldest may in years and there were no blossoms to shelter from the heavy rain.
Would the goodbye feel more finite if I had rained lilac petals into an open grave? Or would it feel
endless to wait for the earth to finally make you hers again?
I wish i could kiss my grandmothers swolen knuckles back to youth but there is no turning back time
and she stays on her own in a house too big for a broken heart. When I visit a year later, you lay soft
in the ground that gave you home, no weary head or cold limbs, just gentle grey clouds brushing over
the tree-tops as the sky still mourns your departure.
The field is red with the evening sun.
The field is red with wilting poppy flowers.
The field is red with pain.
And i think maybe one day, I will lie close to you again. One day, they will burry me in a field of flowers.
***

My body is a sculpture of smooth skin pulled over straining muscles mimicking the nature that has
been defeated. I am a product of a machine. I am an embryo of emotion. I am the pressure building
up before the first summer storm and i am the feeling of light air after the rain. I am the heat of a processor, the beeping of a blood pressure monitor. I am a mushroom growing in a thick layer of moss
touched by a single ray of sunlight shining through the foliage. I am condensed water on the petals of
graveyard flowers. I am decomposing into life. I am dying to be born.

I recognize her before she speaks, even without knowing her face. The anesthesist with the kind voice
and my mother tongue. She comes to the waiting room and holds my hand while someone else puts a
cannula into my vein. Blood rushes out where the needle punctures my skin. Red with pain.
She talks to me as a mother would talk to a beloved child and doesn‘t leave my side as they strap me
onto the operating table. She squeezes my hand tighter. Think about something nice so you have a
good dream, she tells me. Soon I will pass out from the anesthesia but I know she will hold my hand as
long as I‘m awake. Her eyes smile at me and I close mine, knowing she will keep me safe.
I imagine a meadow in late august as the sun slowly nears the horizon. My head turns to the west sunflower. I bathe in the golden light, shirtless, weightless chest, with a dear soul by my side, whispering happiness into te gentle wind that carries the words away like flower petals. August is too late for
lilac blossoms and too early for a burial. I let the anesthesia carry me away as I make my bed in the
field of flowers.

